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ABSTRACT

In this article the authors will present the uniqueness of the Augmented Reality game technology within the context of the process of hybridization of contemporaneous city and its derivative changes in the relationship between citizen and city. The authors will review the Augmented Reality game by approaching it from the different focuses. They will discuss the themes like aesthetics, gamification, gamespace classification and mobile application development challenges related to the Augmented Reality games. The own project ARecycleNOID, the Augmented Reality art game in the hybrid urban space will be presented and analyzed in the terms of the creation of the experimental urban interactive environment. A new form of game experiences the city.

INTRODUCTION

In the ARecycleNOID Application the act of playing a game in the urban space is the main characteristic of this interactive intervention. We place an Augmented Reality game on the street, which for us is a plausible representation of the public space. We understand a street as a free, social and cultural space, and not only a space of transit. Our aim is to return the ludic function to the street which in the nowadays city is commonly lost due to its traffic saturation. Another significant factor that marks the street as a not proper place for play is the enormous popularity of the videogames which are performed on the computer or similar devices. Contemporary society finds itself in the “digital age” and every “digital” action usually happens behind the screen. So we make the use of Augmented Reality technologies for Smartphones that allow us to move the action of a digital game right into the street. We vindicate the importance of the act of playing in a public space and pay tribute to Huizinga’s Homo Ludens and his idea of a “magic circle” (Huizinga, 1971). Huizinga’s theory states the play as an elemental feature of
every culture which contributed to the development of the society and its culture. The boundaries of the “magic circle”, a space destined for a play, can be represented as a real world boundaries, or the limits can be immaterial, a result of the rules and pacts previously agreed among the players. Salen and Zimmerman (2003) expanded the Huizinga’s theory and made their own contribution to the definition of the magic circle as”...the idea of the special place in time and space created by a game. In a very basic sense, the magic circle is where the game takes place” (pp. 95). In these terms we create a unique “magic circle” within the game, which is no longer just an “Imaginarium” a sort of a virtual space, but creates a new form of the space, where the virtual components and real components have to be present as an elemental condition of creating a space for the game. Mixing the “virtual” with the “real” world leads to a new form of physical space, which could be called as an augmented urban space. Where virtual and physical elements do not represent two opposite elements, but create together a unique urban space as define Aurigi and De Cindio (2008).

By visualizing a Geo-located digital content in the urban space we are moving into the augmented urban space, which has a capacity to acquire multiple dimensions, due to an intangible material property of the virtual elements. It is possible to locate several “layers” of digital content in the same physical space, which grants the user the possibility to choose a personalized urban space. We create a new type of physical space, the “Augmented Space” with a dynamic data overlaid, according to Manovich (2006). In today’s society the implementation of new technologies within the everyday life has produced significant changes in the extension and the way of understanding the public space. The mixture of the physical and the digital worlds breaks the boundaries of the public and the private (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Hybrid public space
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